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Notice of Intention to Revoke
Bethel Community Church Boyle

We are writing further to our letter dated April 4, 2016 (copy enclosed), in which you
were invited to submit representations as to why the registration of
Bethel Community Church Boyle (the Organization) should not be revoked in
accordance with subsection 168(1) of the Income Tax Act (the Act).
We have now reviewed and considered your written response dated June 18, 2016,
and our concerns with respect to the Organization's non-compliance with the
requirements of the Act for registration as a charity have not been alleviated. Our
position is fully described in Appendix "A" attached.
Conclusion
The audit by the Canada Revenue Agency (CRA) has revealed that the Organization
operated primarily for the non-charitable purpose of furthering a tax shelter donation
arrangement. the World Gift Initiatives program. The Organization agreed to accept
alleged gifts of property from participants and to act as a receipting agent for this
donation arrangement. For a period of 34 days, the Organization improperly issued
receipts totalling over $3.3 million for purported donations of cash and courseware
subscriptions, which were not legitimate gifts. Of the $2. 7 million worth of tax receipts
issued for the gifts of courseware subscriptions, the CRA determined that the
Organization significantly over-reported the value of the alleged property, resulting in
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-2grossly inflated tax receipts to participants. Further, the Organization was the
recipient of cash and courseware from another formerly registered charity that had
participated in the Global Learning Gifting Initiative tax shelter in 2012. It received
$30,000 and 500 courseware passwords of which only 12 had been used by
March 2013.
The audit has also revealed that the Organization failed to devote all of its resources
to charitable activities, failed to issue receipts in accordance with the Act, gifted to a
non-qualified donee, and failed to issue statements of remuneration in accordance
with the Act.
For all of these reasons, and for each reason alone, it is the position of the CRA that
the Organization no longer meets the requirements necessary for charitable
registration and should be revoked in the manner described in subsection 168(1) of
the Act.
Consequently, for each of the reasons mentioned in our letter dated April 4, 2016, we
wish to advise you that, pursuant to subsection 168(1 ), we propose to revoke the
registration of the Organization. By virtue of subsection 168(2) of the Act, revocation
will be effective on the date of publication of the following notice in the Canada
Gazette:
Notice is hereby given, pursuant to paragraphs 168(1 )(b), 168(1 )(c),
168(1 )(d), 168(1 )(e), and subsection 149.1 (2), of the Income Tax Act,
that I propose to revoke the registration of the organization listed below
and that the revocation of registration is effective on the date of
publication of this notice.
Business number
895890929RR0001

Name
Bethel Community Church Boyle
Boyle, AB

Should you wish to object to this notice of intention to revoke the Organization's
registration in accordance with subsection 168(4) of the Act, a written notice of
objection, which includes the reasons for objection and all relevant facts, must be
filed within 90 days from the day this letter was mailed. The notice of objection
should be sent to:
Tax and Charities Appeals Directorate
Appeals Branch
Canada Revenue Agency
250 Albert Street
Ottawa ON K1A OL5
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Please note that if the Organization files an objection, a copy of the revocation
notice, described above, will still be published in the Canada Gazette after the
expiration of 30 days from the date this letter was mailed. The Organization's
registration will be revoked on the date of publication,
A copy of the relevant provisions of the Act concerning revocation of registration,
including appeals from a notice of intent to revoke registration can be found in
Appendix "B", attached.
Consequences of revocation

As of the effective date of revocation:
a) the Organization will no longer be exempt from Part I tax as a registered
charity and will no longer be permitted to issue official donation
receipts. This means that gifts made to the Organization would not be
allowable as tax credits to individual donors or as allowable deductions to
corporate donors under subsection 118.1 (3), or paragraph 110.1 (1 )(a), of
the Act, respectively;
b) by virtue of section 188 of the Act, the Organization will be required to pay
a tax within one year from the date of the notice of intention to revoke. This
revocation tax is calculated on prescribed Form T2046, Tax Return Where
Registration of a Charity is Revoked (the Return). The Return must be
filed, and the tax paid, on or before the day that is one year from the date
of the notice of intention to revoke. The relevant provisions of the Act
concerning the tax applicable to revoked charities can also be found in
Appendix "B". Form T2046 and the related Guide RC4424, Completing the
Tax Return Where Registration of a Charity is Revoked, are available on
our Web site at cra-arc.gc.ca/charities;
c) the Organization will no longer qualify as a charity for purposes of
subsection 123(1) of the Excise Tax Act. As a result, the Organization may
be subject to obligations and entitlements under the Excise Tax Act that
apply to organizations other than charities. If you have any questions about
your Goods and Services Tax/Harmonized Sales Tax (GST/HST)
obligations and entitlements, please call GST/HST Rulings at
1-888-830-7747 (Quebec) or 1-800-959-8287 (rest of Canada).
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Finally, we wish to advise that subsection 150(1) of the Act requires that every
corporation (other than a corporation that was a registered charity throughout the
year) file a return of income with the Minister in the prescribed form, containing
prescribed information, for each taxation year. The return of income must be filed
without notice or demand.
Yours Sincerely,

Tony Manconi
Director General
Charities Directorate

Attachments:
- CRA letter dated April 4, 2016
- Organization letter dated June 18, 2016
-Appendix "A" Comments on Representations of June 18, 2016
-Appendix "B" Relevant Provisions of the Act

c.c.: Ken Fluet
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Canada Revenue
Agency

Agence du revenu
du Canada

REGISTERED MAIL ·
Bethel Community Church Boyle

Attention:

-

BN: 895890929RR0001
File#: 3010513

DATE:

April 4, 2016

Subject:

Audit of Bethel Community Church Boyle
For the fiscal year ended December 31, 2011 and 2012

Dear Mr. Milot:
This letter is further to the audit of the books and records of the Bethel Community
Church Boyle (the Organization) conducted by the Canada Revenue Agency (the CRA). The
audit related to the operations of the registered charity for the period .from
January 1, 2011 to December 31, 2012.
The CRA has identified specific areas of non-compliance with the provisions of the
Income Tax Act .and/or its Regulations in the following areas:
AREAS OF NON-COMPLIANCE:
1.
2.
3.

Issue
Failure to devote all resources to charitable activities
Failure to issue receipts in accordance with the Act
Failure to Issue Statements of Remuneration in
Accordance with the Act

Act Reference
149.1(1)
149.1 (1), 168{1){d),
Requlation 3501
Reg. 2 00(2)( a)

The purpose of this letter is to describe the areas of non-compliance identified by the
CRA during the course of the audit as they relate to the legislative and common law
requirements applicable to registered charities, and to provide the Organization with the
opportunity to make additional representations or present additional information. Registered
charities must comply with the law, failing which the Organization's registered status may be
revoked in the manner described in section 168 of the Act.
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- 2The balance of this letter describes the identified areas of non-compliance in further
detail.
Identified Areas of Non-Compliance:
1A.

Failure to devote all resources to charitable activities

The Organization is registered as a charitable organization. Pursuant to subsection
149.1 (1) of the Act, a "charitable organization" is defined as an organization .... "All the
resources of which are devoted to charitable activities carried on by the organization itself'.
To qualify for registration as a charity under the Act, a charitable organization must be
established for charitable purposes that oblige it to devote all its resources to its own
charitable activities. This is a two-part test. First, the purposes it pursues must be wholly
charitable and second, the activities that it undertakes on a day-to-day basis must support its
charitable purposes in a manner consistent with charitable law. Charitable purposes are not
defined in the Act and it is therefore necessary to refer, in this respect. to the principles of the
common law governing charity. An organization that has one or more non-charitable purposes
or devotes resources to activities undertaken in support of non-charitable purposes cannot be
registered as a charity.
Once registered, a charity must only pursue activities in furtherance of the specific
charitable purposes as approved by CRA. The implicit understanding is that the charity will
not undertake any activity beyond those described in the application for charitable
registration. This is necessary to ensure that the charity will operate within the limitations
imposed by the Act.
Operating Ultra Vires

As above, registered charities are required to pursue activities in further11nce of the
purposes for which they are established. There is some concern that the Organization is
operating outside of its established mandate. As per the Organization's constitution and
bylaws, it was founded to pursue the following charitable objectives and activities1;
•
•
•
•
•

1

To promote the teachings of our Lord Jesus Christ, and the truth contained in the entire
Word of God (for spirit, soul, and body);
To assist in preaching and spreading the Gospel both at home and abroad;
To provide a place of Christian Worship; Work and Fellowship for all who seek to follow
the New Testament pattern;
To impart Biblical instruction to young and old;
To conduct Gospel services;

These are the objectives and purposes outlined in the Organization's Constitution and By-Laws dated
May 24, 1999, and filed with the CRA. The Organization was then known as Bethel Inter Church Fellowship
Boyle. The name was later changed via Certificate of Amendment dated May 10, 2000, to Bethel Community
Church Boyle.
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•
•
•
•
•
•

To accept tithes and offerings, bequests and contributions for the promotion of
Christian work at home and abroad;
Proclaim the truth of God's word, lead sinners to Jesus, and to disciple people in their
Christian walk;
Bring believers into deeper relationship with the Lord;
Teach and train believers for the work of their Ministry of Christ;
Provide fellowship for individual believers of kindred spirit with one another;
Conduct affairs decently and in order while organizing ourselves so that all members
can contribute according to their gifts and abilities; and
Carry out the above objectives without the purpose of gain for our members.

Based on our audit findings, the Organization has demonstrated that it does not
operate for purely charitable purposes. In fact, the audit evidence, as outlined below,
indicates a majority of the Organization's activities do not appear to be conducted for the ·
purpose of advancing religion, but rather demonstrates that the preponderance of the
Organization's efforts and resources are devoted to non-charitable activities such as
engaging in activities beyond the scope for which it was registered and participating in a
gifting tax shelter arrangement, none of which are charitable purposes at law.
Recently the Organization attempted to expand on their objectives and activities
beyond "religious" norms, to include "being the gospel" in ways such as helping someone
learn a new skill to improve their life. This included setting up computer spaces within the
Organization's premise to facilitate the use of the courseware subscriptions. This expansion in
· relation to the objects and activities is outside of the charitable mandate for which the
Organization was initially registered.
It appears that after entering into the World Gifting Initiative (WGI) tax shelter gifting
arrangement (the Donation Program), the Organization allocated the majority of its resources
to activities that did not fall within its charitable mandate. The activities being conducted
appear to be driven by the need to facilitate the distribution of property being offered by
participants in the Donation Program rather than with a view to the Organization's own
charitable mandate.
·
The Organization began its participation in the Donation Program in the 2012 fiscal
year. Consequently, the focus of the Organization's activities has shifted towards the
facilitation of the Donation Program. While the Organization's involvement may be limited in
terms of using its human resources, it has nonetheless entered into contracts with various
third parties and restructured its operations to facilitate its involvement in the Donation
Program and from a financial perspective; the tax shelter program vastly exceeds any income
and expenditures previously reported by this entity.
The basic premise of the Donation Program is that a participant would make a cash
donation to a designated charity and concurrently receive educational courseware purportedly
worth at least four times the initial cash outlay. The participant would then, through means
pre-arranged by the Promoter, donate the courseware io either the same designated charity
or another designated charity. The tax receipts for the cash and the in-kind gifts of the
courseware would enable the participant to generate a positive return on the initial cash
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The Organization played a critical role in the Donation Program in 2012 by accepting all cash
and courseware from participants and issuing tax-receipts in respect of those transfers
In its only year of participation and only year of the tax shelter's operation, the
Organization issued total tax receipts of $3,310,488.43 in a three week period to 34
participants. Prior to its involvement in the Donation Program, the Organization issued total
tax receipts of $33,270 in the 2011 fiscal year. While the Organization was not involved with
WGI prior to 2012, they were involved with another tax shelter arrangement, Global Learning
Gifting Initiative (GLGI) in 2011 by receiving courseware subscriptions and cash
contributions 2 from a participating charity- Trinity Global Support Foundation. In May 2012,
the Organization received 500 courseware passwords from the Trinity Foundation of which
only 12 had been used by March 2013.
The Organization has undertaken new activities to purportedly accept and distribute
the large amount of educational courseware allegedly received through the Donation Program
such as setting up computers at its facilities. The Organization also stated it undertook
specific measures to distribute the courseware such as giving away licenses to area First
Nations. The measures also included signing a contract with lnfoSource to maintain an
internet portal through which the courseware was to be distributed to the end users and
designating space in their premise for computers with which individuals could use to take the
courses. Based on an audit of the tax shelter program and facts provided during the course of
this audit, no records were provided to prove the acquisition of courseware subscriptions
which WGI supposedly arranged to be donated; the agreement3 the Organization entered into
with WGI was not executed and accordingly, no fundraising fees or portal fees were paid; and
4
no separate agreement with lnfoSource lnc. was established by the Organization. Therefore,
without proof of property existing and without a portal agreement, it is uncertain what property
the Organization accepted as bona fide gifts or how the courseware subscriptions purportedly
donated to the Organization could have been accessed or otherwise distributed to qualified
donees.
Our review showed the Organization's total expenses for the 2012 fiscal year were
$61, 181 and the expenses related to the Donation Program totaled $13,675 (22%). As such,
we conclude that the activities associated with the Donation Program use enough of their
resources and have become a disproportionate focus for the Organization.

2

In 2012, the Organization received $30,000 from Trinity Global Support Foundation.
On September 21, 2012, the Organization entered into the Memorandum of Agreement (the Agreement) with
the Promoter and subsequently, on December 3, 2012, it was amended. According to the Agreement, the
Promoter agreed to provide various administrative services related to the operation of WGI Tax Shelter and in
return the Orf)anization agreed to pay the Promoter 89.5% of the total cash payment that was to be raised by
WGI Tax Shelter. However, the Organization confinned that the Agreement was not executed as agreed: no
fundraising fees paid to the Promoter and no portal agreement with the Vendor. The cash raised by WGI Tax
Shelter was kept intact in the Organization's bank account and we have been infonned that both parties are in
dispute over the cash.
' lnfoSource had no knowledge ofWGI or the Organization. It stated that any access by these groups was not
granted.

3
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pursuing the activities of distributing funds and educational courseware for the Donation
Program. The Organization's charitable mandate as registered with CRA did not include the
activities associated with "being the gospel" such as developing life skills through educational
training. Our review of the courseware purportedly obtained shows that it was to be a
collection of computer tutorials on commonly-used office software applications, work-place
communication and managerial skills. The courseware titles suggest that they are selected
specifically for the career development or job training purposes of individuals who are
currently employed or entering the workforce. As such, we fail to see how the courseware is
related to the Organization's registered charitable objectives of advancing religion. Further,
the Organization's charitable mandate as registered with CRA did not include the
disbursement of funds to other qualified donees. In reviewing the disbursements during 2012
the Organization spent $15,314 at
which was purportedly disbursed t o •
in Boyle. The $15,314 represents 25% of its total expenses ($61, 181). - in Boyle is not a registered charity and thus not even a qualified donee.
Further, there was no indication that the Organization had any relationship with
or that the Organization and
shared any common charitable objectives.
Therefore, it is our position that the significant cash disbursement by the Organization t o •
was inconsistent with the charitable mandate of the Organization. For all of the
above reasons, it is our position that neither the disbursement of cash ncir the distribution of
courseware received from the Donation Program advances the Organization's objectives or
proposed objectives.
By all accounts, the delivery of the courseware did not enhance the charitable
purposes of the Organization. Although we acknowledge that the Organization undertook
activities that were consistent with its charitable purposes, we note that the Organization had
devoted disproportionate resources to courseware related activities. Therefore, it is our
conclusion that the Organization has operated beyond its charitable mandate during the
period under audit.
Collateral Non-Charitable Activities
Given our view that the delivery of the educational courseware is inconsistent with its
charitable purposes, it is our view that the Organization is promoting and facilitating the
Donation Program primarily, if not exclusively, to confer tax benefits on the participants.
Operating for the purposes of conferring tax benefits is not a charitable purpose at law. It is
therefore our conclusion that that the Organization had operated for a collateral
non-charitable purpose by participating in the Donation Program.
As previously summarized, the Organization has committed 47% of its resources to
facilitate the Donation Program and their gifts to non-qualified donees. Aside from the
financial impact, this new set of activities also represented a significant change to the .
operation of the Organization. We find it disconcerting that the Organization apparently
considered the potential impact on its original charitable programs prior to undertaking these
activities and continued on despite the objections and resignation of previous board
members.
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the congregation discussed the possibility of amending the constitution and by-laws. of the
Organization. After discussing the possibility of fund-raising through the Donation Program
with on-line courses, the participants unanimously voted to amend the first objective of the
Organization to include the following phrase, "Our objectives and purposes might well be
achieved by being the face, hands, feet, and voice of Jesus in outright acts of kindness, and
support of our community, region, province, and any missional field work we participate in, be
they a work within the Christian worldview, or a work outside of the Christian worldview, yet
deemed worthy and moral". This amendment was ostensibly undertaken to broaden the
scope of the Organization's objectives thus making their participation in the Donation Program
and the distribution of on-line courses a charitable activity. However, the revised objective
does not promote the advancement of religion as required to be a charitable objective thus
the related activities would also not be considered charitable.
The Organization has displayed a lack of due diligence in failing to consider the
charitable nature of the activities related to the Donation Program and the subsequent
delivery of the educational courseware. It is our position that the Organization was not
seeking to further its current charitable objectives or pursuing any charitable purpose through
its participation in the Donation Program. Rather, the Organization lent its tax-receipting
privileges and tax-exempt status to accommodate the Donation Program in order to confer tax
benefits on the participants. Therefore, we conclude the Organization failed to devote all its
resources to its charitable activities as required by subsection 149.1(1) of the Act.
Operating as a Conduit
From the Organization's participation in the Donation Program, it is our view the
Organization is primarily operating as a conduit for an identified tax shelter and is furthering
the for-profit motives of the tax shelter and its Promoters. As per above, the Organization was
not established or operated for the delivery of educational courseware and did not try to
become so until its participation in the Donation Program. It is our opinion that the collateral
purpose, if not primary purpose of the Organi.zation was, in fact, to support and promote the
tax shelter arrangement. Operating for the purpose of promoting a tax shelter arrangement is
not charitable at law.
Per our review of the board minutes provided the Organization has demonstrated that
it merely relied upon the information provided by the Promoter without question and did not
seek its own independent opinion or verification of the program presented to the Organization
before signing onto the Donation Program. The Organization did not attempt to get an
independent legal opinion in relation to the Donation Program. The Organization accepted the
promoter's valuations for the courseware and did not try to get an independent appraisal
while issuing donation receipts for almost $2,775,352 in courseware that did not exist nor was
transferred to it.
The actions and information provided by the Organization in the Donation Program
lead us to believe that the Organization is merely operating as a conduit for a tax shelter and
has agreed to participate in exchange for financial compensation. In the Donation Program,
the Organization agrees to accept the donations of cash and courseware from participants
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paying the Promoter a set fee.
The Organization does not appear to have conducted an independent review of the
Donation Program to determine whether the program was compliant with the Act prior to its
participation. One cannot rely upon a legal opinion provided to another party, as the
underlying facts relied upon are unique to each party and therefore may not be specifically
attributable to all parties relying upon the opinion. More importantly, the Organization entered
into the Donation Program in 2012 and issued tax-receipts of $3.3 million in cash and in-kind
property despite ample warnings from the CRA. The Organization's failure to demonstrate its
own due diligence points to a pattern of active willingness to participate in a scheme designed
to produce inappropriate tax benefits.
It is our position that by pursuing this non-charitable purpose, the Organization has
failed to demonstrate it meets the test for continued registration under 149.1 (1) as a
charitable organization that "operated exclusively for charitable purposes". For this reason, it
appears there may be grounds for revocation of the Organization's registered charity status
under subsection 168(1)(b) of the Act.
1B. Gifts to Non Qualified Donees

As previously mentioned, a registered charity must be constituted exclusively for
charitable purposes, and devote its resources to charitable activities in furtherance thereof.
The provision of the Act allows a registered charity to properly use its resources (funds,
personnel and/or property) in two ways, both inside and outside Canada - for charitable
activities undertaken by the charity itself, under its continued supervision, direction and
control, and for gifting to "qualified donees" as defined in the Act. A charity is not permitted to
carry out its purposes by simply handing over its money or other resources to an individual or
to another organization that is not a "qualified donee". Where a charity transferred resources
to a non-qualified donee, it must demonstrate that the resources were used exclusively to
further the charity's approved objectives and the charity maintains full control of the resources
over such resources. Gifting to a non-qualified donee will put the registered status of the
charity in jeopardy and is can be sanctioned under paragraph 188.1(4)(a).
Our audit revealed that the Organization transferred $15,314 in 2012 to
- · which was not a qualified donee. Our audit did not indicate that there was any
arrangement with which to ensure that the Organization retains full direction and control over
the funds transferred.
It is our position by pursuing this non-charitable purpose, the Organization has failed to
demonstrate it meets the test for continued registration under 149.1(1) as a charitable
organization that "operated exclusively for charitable purposes". For this reason, it appears there
may be grounds for revocation of the Organization's registered charity status under subsection
168(2) of the Act.

-82. Failure to Issue Receipts in Accordance with the Act
It is our position that the Organization has contravened the Income Tax Act by
accepting and issuing receipts for transactions that do not qui)lify as gifts. The Organization
has issued tax receipts exceeding $3.3 million in cash and courseware in 2012 received as
per its participation in the Donation Program. We have determined that the properties for
which the tax receipts were issued were not gifts at law, did not exist and if the property
existed, the receipted values were grossly inflated.
The recent decision of Mariano v The Queen (2015 v 244) supports our position stating
that the Promoter purposed to create the trust in order to make.the GLGI donation program
appear valid gift arrangement.

"{86] .. : It is clear that even solicitors for the Promoter were aware of the deceit
intended to be perpetrated upon any applicants and the public at large. When one
considers the Promoter obtained and published on ifs website a legal opinion on the
Program, which focused on the necessity of the validity of the Trust and the exercise
by the Trustee of its discretionary powers, which the Promoter knew was nothing more
than window dressing, not reality, then it is self-evident that the Promoter went to great
lengths to perpetrate this sham, aided by its advisors and subcontractors ... "
"{129] .. I give no weight the arguments that the transfer was to effect a sole
philanthropic purpose as the evidence is clear that lnfosource's standard agreement.
was used, save that the philanthropic language was inserted at the request of Cassel's
Brock, the Canadian Lawyers who, oddly enough, appear to be advising a Bahamian
Corporation on entering into a U.S. Contract."
" [85] It is clear that the Promoter, either directly or through its subcontractors or
agents, undertook the duties or both the trustee and the Escrow Agent, above
discussed, so that any participant in the Program was deceived into thinking these
parties were active and independent when they were not. "
In addition, Mariano v The Queen (2015 v 244) confirms the failure of the required
exercise of discretion of the Trustee.

"[71] .. ./do not find the Trustee exercised its obligation to determine the amount of
property to be distributed to any capital beneficiary, let alone to determine who the
capital beneficiaries were, in violation of its duties under the Trust Deed, as well as
statutory and common law. While the Appellants may not have been directly involved
in matters pertaining to the creation and administration of the Trust, they are
nonetheless affected thereby. .. "
Pursuant to subsection 118.1 (2) of the Act, a registered charity can issue tax receipts
for income tax purposes for donations that legally qualify as gifts. The Act requires the
registered charity to ensure the information on its official donation receipts is accurate. The
requirements for the content of the receipts are listed in Regulation 3501 of the Act. A
registered charity could have its registered status revoked under paragraph 168(1)(d) of the
Act for issuing tax receipts that contain false information.
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gift ori the tax receipts. Given the potential uncertainty over their valuation, the Act stipulates
that the "fair-market value" (FMV) of a gift of non-cash property to be reported on the tax
receipts. The CRA recognizes the complexity of valuating non-cash property and
recommends the use of an independent appraiser where a registered charity issues a tax
receipt of significant value for gift-in-kind. We recognize that appraisals are not required under
the Act or its Regulations; however, it is our view that the onus remains with the charity to
ensure the value assigned to non-cash gifts received is reflective of the factual fair market
value of the goods being received. For property with a value in excess of $1,000, we strongly
recommend that the property be appraised by an independent third party 5 • The person
determining the fair market value of the item should be competent and qualified to evaluate
the particular property being donated, as well as be knowledgeable about the marketplace for
the specific property. They should be knowledgeable about the principles, theories, and
procedures of the applicable valuation discipline and follow the Uniform Standards of
Professional Appraisal Practice or the standards of the profession.
Additionally, we would like to inform you that certain amendments to the Act were
introduced as part of Bill C-33 tabled in Parliament on March 23, 2004, that came into force
May 13, 2005. As part of the amendments, a registered charity that issues an official donation
receipt that includes incorrect information is liable to a penalty equal to 5% of the eligible
amount stated on the receipt. This penalty increases to 10% for a repeat infraction within 5
years.
A registered charity that issues an pfficial donation receipt that includes false
information is liable to a penalty equal to 125% of the ·eligible amount stated on the receipt,
where the total does not exceed $25,000. Where the total exceeds $25,000, the charity is
liable to a penalty equal to 125% and the suspension of tax-receipting privileges. We do not
intend to apply this penalty given the serious nature of other matters of non-compliance. We
are therefore pursuing other ends as explained below.
·
Lack of Donative Intent
It is our position that the courseware received by the Organization under the Donation
Program did not constitute a gift at law. A gift must be a gift at law in order for it to be a valid
charitable gift under section 118.1 of the Act.
Justice Bowie stated in Dwight Webb (Appellant) v. Her Majesty the Queen
(Respondent), 2004 UDTC 148:
"... in order for an amount to be a gift to charity, the amount must be paid without
benefit or consideration flowing back to the donor, either directly or indirectly, or in
anticipation of (hat. The intent of the donor must, in other words, be entirely donative."
[Emphasis added]

5

An independent party is one who is not affiliated with the charity or the originator of the property.

-··-·-·---
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OTC 6101, Justice Pinard of the Federal Court, Trial Division, discussed the concept of
"animus donandi":

"I would like to emphasize that one essential element of a gift is an intentional element
that the Roman law identified as animus donandi or liberal intent ... The donor must be
aware that he will not receive any compensation other than pure moral benefit; he must
be willing to grow poorer for the benefit of the donee without receiving any such
compensation."
It is our finding, based on the transactions outlined above that the primary motivation of
the participants in the Donation Program was not to enrich the charities and assist in their
fund raising, but rather, through a series of transactions, to make a profit from the tax credits
so obtained.
In this case, the participant made a cash payment with the expectation that he would
receive aggregate charitable donation receipts that would allow him to claim income tax
credits greater than the cash payment. The cash payment was made with the expectation
that:
•
•
•

The participant would receive a charitable donation receipt for the value of the cash
payment;
The participant would receive "educational courseware" at no cost; and
The participant would transfer the "educational courseware" to the Organization and
receive a second charitable donation receipt for at least three times the value of the cash
payment

The series of transactions was pre-arranged with the result that the participant would
claim a donation that was three to seven times the cost of participating in this gifting
arrangement. ft is our opinion that the participant participated in this gifting arrangement with
full knowledge of this material benefit.
·
The promoter's website emphasized the tax advantages of the Donation Program. The
website demonstrated how a participant could generate a significant tax refund by making a
cash "donation". We observed that cash advantages and rate of returns for various provinces
were similarly highlighted in the promotional materials of other years' versions of the Donation
Program. Such promotional materials provided precise instructions on completing a package
of documents and make cash payments to the charities involved. Minimal involvement was
required of the participants. Transactions were pre-arranged and directed entirely by the
Promoter and the Consultant. The Organization was aware of this arrangement with the
participants, as it had promotional material in its possession that outlined this calculation.
According to the recent decision of Mariano v The Queen (2015 v 244)
"[48] ... The fact that one voluntarily chooses to donate cash to a charity does
not mean such person automatically has the donative intent to make a gift. In
answering the crucial question as to whether the Appellants Intended to
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scheme that was interconnected and all part of the same transaction or series of
transactions, the same program if you will, that was clearly marketed to them for
the purpose of offering to them and from which they expected to receive, in
return for their cash donation, a number of Licences having an expected value
of 3 to 8 times the cash donation to donate to another charity, all together
resulting in a final benefit in the form of tax receipts entitling them to claim tax
credits that would have, if allowed, given them a profit on their original cash
donation, marketed to range from 56% to 89%, depending on the province of
residence of the participant and based on a 3: 1 ratio only. The higher the ratio of
gift in kind to cash donation, the higher the profit percentages ... "
" [49] In the end, I cannot see how any person participating in such a scheme,
regardless of whether such person had an honest belief in the value of the
Licences he expected to receive or not, can argue, based on the manner in
which the scheme was marketed and in the makeup and integration of the
Transactional Documents that deliver it, that he or she expected none other
than to profit from, be enriched or not be impoverished by, such participation,
and thus not have the requisite donative intent. .. "
These points, in our opinion, are evidence the transactions are primarily motivated by
the participant's intent to enrich himself rather than an intent to make a gift to charitv. In our
opinion, were we to accept these transactions occurred as represented, it would be our view
. that the participants were not making gifts but intending to profit from a combination of the tax
credits and other benefits given to them. As such, it is our position there is no intention to
make a "gift" within the meaning assigned at 118.1 of the Act and these transactions did not
qualify for tax receipting purposes. For this reason, it appears to us that there may be grounds
for revocation of the charitable status of the Organization under paragraph 168(1)(d) of the
Act.
Benefit Received
We are also of the opinion that the participants received consideration for their "cash
donation" in the form of a benefit or an advantage that was linked to and flowed from certain
pre-arranged conditions. As we have previously outlined, a participant contributes a fee,
guised as a donation, to the Organization under the Donation Program and suddenly
becomes eligible for a distribution of courseware from the Trust. The cash amount contributed
predetermines whether the participant will become a "beneficiary" of the Trust and, perhaps
more importantly, the value of the courseware the participant is eligible to receive. This is
clear both from the promotional materials and the audit evidence with respect to the pattern of
transactions of the participants.
The participant received the benefit of becoming a beneficiary of the Trust and having
"educational courseware" distributed to himself without cost. The participant's entitlement to
receiving the "educational courseware" from the Trust was linked to the amount of cash
payment. Atthe time of cash payment, the participant applied to become a beneficiary of the
Trust to request ·a specific value of courseware io be distributed from the Trust equalling three

- 12 or more times the cash payment. Afterwards, the participant signed a Deed of Gift agreeing to
donate the "educational courseware" to a designated charity (the Organization). It is our
position that the "educational courseware" was to be distributed in consideration for:
1) the cash payment, and
2) the agreement to donate the property to the Organization
It is our view the representations with respect to the Donation Program are simply not
credible. The CRA is asked to believe that despite the courseware being worth millions of
dollars, the Trust has settlers that have charitably agreed to distribute the courseware to the
capital beneficiaries without compensation or with minimal compensation. The CRA is then
told individuals "choose" to donate to the Organization and there is no link between their
eligibility to receive property and their cash contributions - this is despite the fact that
participants have little to no knowledge or connection to the Organization, the Organization
has little history of operating as courseware provider, and there is a clear (and pre-advertised)
correlation between how much participants give and how much they receive.
For the reasons expressed above, it is our position that these transactions do not
qualify as gifts. The participants are fully aware that they will receive, and do receive, a
benefit from making a cash contribution to a participating charity (i.e., the distribution of
courseware from the trust) and that the cash contribution is in reality a participation fees.
Consequently, neither the transfer of "educational courseware", nor the cash payment is a
valid gift per section 118.1 of the Act.
Fair Market Value
It is also our position that values reported on the tax receipts for the in-kind gift of
courseware did not represent their factual fair market value. Under Regulation 3501(1)(h)(ii)
of the Act, a registered charity must report the FMV of the property received on the tax
receipts issued for gifts of property other than cash. The Organization issued tax receipts
totalling $2.775 million in the 2012 fiscal year for the donation of courseware received through
the Donation Program.
Fair market value is not defined in the Act, therefore, we refer to the well-accepted
definition of fair market value found in the decision of Cattanach J. in Henderson Estate &
Bank of New York v M.N.R. 73 D.T.C. 5471 at 5476:
" ... the highest price an asset might reasonably be expected to bring if sold by the
owner in the normal method applicable to thf! set in question in the ordinary course of
business in a market not exposed to any undue stresses and composed of willing
buyers and sellers dealing at arm's length and under no compulsion to buy or sell. I
would add that the foregoing understanding as I have expressed in a general way
includes what I conceive to be the essential element, which is an open and unrestricted
market in which the price is hammered out between willing and informed buyers and
sellers or the anvil of supply and demand. These definitions are equally applicable to
"fair market value" .. :
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the Henderson definition of FMV, the first step is to accurately define the asset whose FMV is
to be ascertained. Rothstein, J.A. discusses the relevance of donating a group of items
versus an individual item and states that because the items were only acquired and donated
in groups, the relevant asset was the group of items, and not the individual items in the group.
Rothstein, J.A. continues by stating it is wrong to assume that the FMV of a group of items is
necessarily the aggregate of the price that could be obtained for the individual items in the
group.
It is our position the conclusion made by Rothstein, J.A. also applies to the donation of
the licenses to use the educational courseware. As previously mentioned, the Organization
had informed us during the audit that it was given packages of courseware with each package
containing a certain number of individual licenses. Based on the quantities purportedly
received by the participants and later donated to the Organization, the relevant asset is
considered to be the entire group of licenses or courseware donated and not the individual
license or courseware within the group.
The following documents were provided in respect of the process of in-kind donation:
•
•
•
•
•

Application for receiving the educational courseware
Deed of Gift of Property gifting educational courseware to the Organization
Assignment of Licence from the Trust to the Capital Beneficiary transferring
subscription
Schedule A listing sub-units of the subscriptions assigned to the Capital Beneficiary
In-kind donation receipts valuing $150 per a sub-unit

As seen above, there were no records to prove the formation of the Trust and the
acquisition of the Trust's property. Even though we assumed the Trust to be effectively
arranged, it remained unknown what the 34 capital beneficiaries received from the Trust. The
subscription a serial numbers allocated to the 34 participants (or capital beneficiaries/
donors) had no corresponding legal rights and privileges. Additionally, if t h e subscriptions were effectively transferred, they still could not be used because access to the
portal was not acquired at the time when the transfer was made. Based on the
information, we understood that the WGI Tax Shelter simply created random numbers by
using software and distributed them to the participants at the value of $150 per sub-unit. In
the end, there was no property being donated (or transferred) to end users through WGI Tax
Shelter.
The second step in applying the Henderson definition is to identify the market in which
the merchandise was traded. Rothstein, J. A. identifies this group of items might not be sold in
the same market as individual items, and highlights this distinction through a comparison of
the wholesale versus retail markets. We are of the opinion the retail market is not the
relevant market as the goods were purportedly acquired, sold and donated in blocks of goods
and that the factual fair market value of the courseware licenses would be the last known
arm's length price paid for the goods.

- 14 A report from Navigant, an independent valuation consulting firm, was provided to
support the purported FMVof in-kind donated property. The report states that "the fair value
of a donated- courseware license is not less than $4,500 as at December 31, 2012."
This valuation report took it into consideration the following agreement which did not relate to
the WGI Tax Shelter:

and-on

and
did not participate in the WGI Tax
Shelter and WGI Tax Shelter had no equivalent agreement in terms of acquisition of
courseware. In addition, the valuation report did riot address the fraction of a subscription and
the value of a sub-unit (1/30) of t h e - courseware license.
Schedule A annexed to "Assignment of Licence' shows that the Trust purportedly
distributed the capital property in a form of sub-unit ( 1/3oth) of an subscription. The
sub-unit was valued at the fair market value of US$150. The Organization issued in-kind
donation receipts with reference of "Fair Market Value - As per the valuation retained by
Bethel Community Church Bo le- December 31, 2012." The valuation report stated that the
FMV of an annual
courseware license was not fess
than $4,500. However, it did not comment on the fraction of subscription or the valuation of
the fraction. Those facts indicate that the valuation report valued a totally different property,
an annual subscription, than one that the participants supposedly donated to the
Organization. Therefore, the valuated amount of $4,500 was not relevant to the purported
values assigned to the sub-units (1/30) donated to the Organization.
It is our position that the dedared fair market value used to determine the in-kind
donation amount was not relevant to the Donation Program. lfWGI Tax Shelter put into place
the courseware subscriptions as it promoted, at least the following documents were supposed
to exist as proof for the delivery of on line course program: an acquisition of courseware
subscription, a portal agreement and a portal fee payment. With the absence of those
documents, we have concluded that the property purportedly donated to the Organization as
well as its utility was not verifiable. Therefore, any distinct market value was not applicable to
the unidentifiable property.
Due Diligence
We note with concern that the Organization Mad demonstrated a lack of due diligence
with respect to its tax-receipting practices. As previously explained, the CRA recommends the
use of independent appraisers to determine the FMV of gifts of property to be reported on the
tax receipts. The Organization's willingness to issue almost $2. 775 million in tax receipts for
the educational courseware based solely on the valuation reports provided by the Promoter

-15·demonstrated that it had no regard for its receipting privileges granted by the Act. We believe
that the Organization's lack of due diligence on this matter reinforced our earlier assertion that
its primary focus had become the facilitation of the Donation Program.
Calculation of an Advantage
On December 5, 2003, the Department of Finance introduced new legislation with
respect to charitable donations and advantages. These rules allow a taxpayer to make a gift to
a charity and receive some advantage in return, however the value on the receipt must reflect
the eligible amount of the gift made (i.e., the value of the receipt must reflect the gift less any
advantage received by the donor). This legislation is applicable in respect of gifts made after
December 5, 2003.
It is our view that the participant received an advantage, as defined at subsection
248(32), as a result of the cash contribution to the Organization, in the form of receiving
courseware licenses from their participation in the Donation Program. As such, the fair market
value of the subsequent gift of that property to the Organization is deemed, by virtue of
subsection 248(35), to be no more than the amount of the initial cash contribution.
Consequently the amount that the Organization was required under the Income Tax Act to
record on iis official donation receipts as the deemed fair market value of the gift is
significantly lower than what was actually recorded by the Organization.
Cash Payments and Gifts in Kind
In our view, based on the above, we do not recognize the cash contributions or the
value of the courseware received as gifts made to the Organization. Further, the cash
contributions represent the charge levied by the Promoter to participants to participate in the
Donation Program. Although the cash contribution was represented as being "gifted" to the
Organization, it is clear this amount, at no point, was fully available to be used by the
Organization for its programs. Rather, the Organization was obliged to funnel the majority of
the cash to the promoter through direct payments back to them. To this end, we observed that
when the Organization ceased the cash Iran sfer to the promoter, the cash inflow from the
participants stopped and the promoter began legal action.
To be considered to be a gift to a charity, it must truly be a donation in support of the
Organization's programs. The donee should have the discretion as to how to use the funds or
at a minimum to apply these to its charitable purposes. Transactions which are, in reality,
disguised payments earmarked for non-charitable purposes are not gifts. We are of the view
the Organization received cash gifts which were, in reality, payments from individuals to
participate in the Donation Program. Of the approximately $535, 136 in cash received from
the participants in 2012, the Organization incurred fundraising fees to the Promoter of
$479,974 which, to our knowledge, remains unpaid and in dispute.
Under paragraph 168(1)(d), the Minister may, by registered mail, give notice to the
registered charity that the Minister proposes to revoke its registration if it issues a receipt
otherwise than in accordance with the Act and the Regulations. It is our position that the
Organization has issued receipts otherwise than in accordance with the Act and the
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charitable status.
3. Failure to Issue Statements of Remuneration

Regulation 200(2) of the Act states that a T4A, Statement of Pension, Retirement,
Annuity, and Other Income slip must be issued if you are a payer, such as an employer, and
you paid any of the following types Of income:
• pension or superannuation;
• Jump-sum payments;
• self-employed commissions;
• annuities;
• retiring allowances;
• patronage allocations;
• RESP accumulated income payments;
• RESP educational assistance payments;
• fees or other amounts for services;
• or other income such as research grants, certain payments under a wage-loss
replacement plan, death benefits, and certain benefits paid to partnerships or
shareholders.
Regulation 200(2) requires that T 4A slips and summaries be prepared for contract payments
to individuals exceeding $500 in the calendar year. You must complete a·T4A slip if you made
any of the payments listed above and:
•
•

the total of all payments in the calendar year was more than $500; or
you deducted tax from any payment.

You must file the T4A Information Return and provide the T4A slips to the recipient(s)
on or before the last day of February following the calendar year to which the
information return applies. If the last day of February is a Saturday or Sunday, your
information return is due the next business day.
Based on our review of your records, we found that the Organization paid amounts to
various guest speakers in 2011 and 2012. As these amounts exceeded $500 per guest
speaker, T4A, Statement of Remuneration forms should have been issued to each person
paid to speak. Additionally, the Organization has provided exclusive use of a residential trailer
for its pastor and pays for all its daily operating costs. This amount should have been reported
on a T 4A as a benefit provided to the pastor.
Under paragraph 168(1)(b) of the Act, the Minister may, by registered mail, give notice
to the charity that the Minister proposes to revoke its registration because it fails to comply
with or contravenes Regulation 200(2) in respect of proper documentation for payments made
for contracts. It is our position the Organization has failed to comply with and has contravened
the Act. For this reason alone there may be grounds to revoke the registered status of the
Organization.
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The Organization's Options:
a) No Response
You may choose not to respond. In that case, the Director General of the Charities
Directorate may give notice of its intention to revoke the registration of the
Organization by issuing a Notice of Intention in the manner described in subsection
168(1) of the Act.
b) Response
Should you choose to respond, please provide your written representations and any
additional information regarding the findings outlined above within 30 days from
the date of this letter. After considering the representations submitted by the
Organization, the Director General of the Charities Directorate will decide on the
appropriate course of action.
If you appoint a third party to represent you in this matter, please send us a written
authorization naming the individual and explicitly authorizing that individual to discuss your file
with us. The most current representative we have on file is Duane Milot with Milot Law.
If you have any questions or require further information or clarification, please do not
hesitate to contact the undersigned at the numbers indicated below. My team leader, Erin
Carroll, may also be reached at 780-495-4325.

Pamela White
Charity Auditor
Edmonton Tax Service Office
Canada Revenue Agency
Telephone: 780-495-6533
Facsimile:
780-495-6429
Address:
. Suite 10, 9700 Jasper Avenue
Edmonton, AB T5J 4C8
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VIA FAX (780-495-6429) - 13 pages

June 18, 2016.

Pamela White
Charity Auditor
Edmonton Tax Service Office
Canada Revenue Agency
I 0 - 9700 Jasper Avenue
Edmonton, AB T5J 4C8
Dear Ms. White,

RE:

Audit of Bethel Community Church Boyle ("BCCB")
Fiscal years ending l>ecember 31, 201l11nd 2012

This is further to the audit conducted by the Canada Revenue Agency (the "CRA") ofBCCB's
operations for the period from January I, 201 ( to December 31, 2012.
This is also further to the CRA letter dated April 4, 2016 (the "CRA Letter") identifying specific areas
of non-compliance by BCCB with respect to the provisions of the Income Tax Act (Canada) (the "Act")
and its Regulations.
These are the written representations of BCCB, which respond to the three areas of non-compliance as
outlined in the CRA Letter.
The purpose of this letter is to convince the CRA not to revoke the charitable status of BCCB.
The CRA audit and the CRA Letter have served to educate BCCB and it has learned frorn its mistaken
association with the World Gifting Initiative Inc. ("WGU") 2012 Donation Program.
CRA Guidelines
The purpose of a sanction is to encourage compliance with the requirements of the Act. Until recently,
the only tool available to the CRA to ~nforce these requirements for registered charities was to revoke a
charity's registration. This was widely recognized as overly severe. Subsequently, "Guidelines.for

- -
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Applying the New Sanctions" (the "Guidelinell") were issued by the CRA and were applicable starting
in 2004.

Ranked in terms of their potential severity, the tools that the Charities Directorate can use to obtain
compliance from a registered charity are:
•

Education (for example, by making written advice available in publications and on the CRA website,
answering questions fi'om individual charities, offering advice during an audit, and holding seminars);

•

Compliance agreement - such an agreement is reached through discussion with, and agreement from, the
ch~rity. The agreement identifies the problems, the steps the charity will take to bring itself into
compliance, and the potential consequences to the charity of not abiding by the agreement;

•

Sanction - a financial penalty, or a suspension of the charity's status as a qualified donee along with ifs
ability to issue official donation receipts; or

•

Revocation of the charity's registration.

The general rule outlined in the Guidelines is as follows:
As a general rule, the Charities Directorate intends to start with educational methods to obtain
compliance, and then move progressively through compliance agreements, sanctions, and the ultimate
sanction of revocation, if necessary.

However, we intend to exercise some discretion in these instances, as it is not our intention to move
directly to revocation in those cases where it is possible and appropriate to work with the charity to get its
operations back onside. It is our goal, in cases where the non-compliance is less severe, to work with
chari1ies through a compliance agreement as a first measure.
It is submitted that the revocation of the charitable status of BCCB would be too severe a sanction.
BCCB is a very small registered charity; it operates a small chutch in Alberta that services some 18
regular worshipers plus visitors.
The Board of Directors of BCCB and its patrons are not very sophisticated individuals. They believed
that participating in the 2012 WGll Donation Program was legitimate and that it would enable the
church to raise much needed fllnds. It was only after they panicipated in this donation program and
after reading the CRA Letter that they realized that it was not a legitimately run program.
BCCB believed that it was reasonable to rely on ann's length third parties, including on a valuator and
on external advisors, when it came to matters outside of their expertise. At the end of the day, BCCB
participated in this objectionable program for a period of 3 weeks in 2012 and it involved only 34
participants.

--
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AREAS OF NON-COMPLIANCE
I A.

Failure to devot'-' all resources to charitabk activities

BCCB is a registered charitable organization. BCCB honestly believ..,d that it was fulfilling its
charitable purposes by participating in the WGll 2012 Donation Program. BCCB was founded to
promote the teachings of the Lord Jesus Christ, to assist in preaching and spreading the gospel and 10
conduct gospel services. It has engaged in these goals since 1999.
As noted at page 4 of the CRA Letter, BCCB only issued tax receipts "in a three week period to 34
participants". For a period afterwards, BCC8 did distribute some free courseware subscriptions to
memb..,rs of the conununity as a step to BCCB's mission statement. BCCB wants to build a relationship
with members of the community to be able to share the gospel.
Please see attached letter of support from
outlining the steps taken by BCCB.

dated June 15, 2016

BCCB now regrets this short association with the WGII Donation Program. However, throughout this
short period, BCCB continued to operate in the exact same manner as before this association, with the
principal focus of the church on religion and Jesus Christ. While BCCB did use new tools (i.e.
distributing courseware to try to get to new members of the community), it did not come at the expense
of failing to fulling its charitable objects. The donation program was simply a new tool to further an old
activity of sharing and spreading the gospel.
BCCB did not participate in any other donation program or tax shelter program.
BCCB should not be penalized for accepting cash and free educational courseware subscriptions in a
prior year from an unrelated charity; Trinity Global Support Foundation ("TGSF"). The gifts from
TGSF were free to BCCB; any charity would gladly accept cash and whatever property from another
registered charity.
BCCB engaged in due diligence prior to participating in the WGII 2012 Donation Program, but realizes
now that more could have been done. However, it must be recognized that the Memb..,rs of the Board of
Directors of BCCB are not sophisticated individuals; they are farmers, housewives, a school bus driver,
a butcher, a truck driver and religious people.
· BCCB did not act as a conduit forth'-' WGll 2012 Donation Program. BCCB participated in the
program for 3 weeks, and it only involved 34 individuals. This can lwdly be seen as furthering the forprofit motives of the tax sh..,lter and its promoters.
BCCB had no choice but to rely on some ofthe information provided by the promoter, including a
comprehensive valuation that appeared to be professionally prepared, Obtaining a second independent
opinion or verification of the program would have simply been too complex and costly.

-- !B.
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Failure to devote all resources to chaiitable activities

BCCB spent at least $15,314 at

to purchase food. This food was given for free to I

BCCB was not aware that
was not a qualified donee or that it could only provide
gifts to non-qualified donees under certain circumstances. However, BCCB did have full control of the
fwids at all times since it went 'to purchase the food directly and then tnmsferred the food to -

-·

Please see att11cbed letter of support from
dated June 14, 2016
outlining this practice. Please also see attached letter of support from tbe Boyle Seventh-day
Adventist Church dated June 17, 201(6).

BCCB did see firsthand the positive impact that this food had on the local community. BCCB should
not be pWlished for trying to do the right thing. However, BCCB has learned from this experience and
will ensure that it strictly complies with the Act.

2. Failure to Issue Receipts in Accordance with the Act
Over a 3 week period, BCCB issued receipts to 34 people for gifts made by these individuals to BCCB.
The CRA has determined that these gifts were not "gifts at law" and the value of the non-cash portion of
the gift was inflated.
It would not be productive at this point to engage in a lengthy debate with the CRA over this issue. The
· 'CRA has not produced a valuation report or outlined the value of the educational courseware
subscriptions. The CRA Letter refers to the Mariano decision (TCC, 2015), which dealt with the GLGI
program (and not the WOii program) and was issued three years after BCCB participated in the WGll
program. This decision and any comments about the GLGI program are arguably not relevant.
In late 2012, BCCB verified tnat the educational courseware subscriptions worked and believed that
they were properly valued by an ann's length third party. BCCB believed that the 34 individuals, by
way of their cash and non-cash gifts, wanted to make a charitable gift.
BCCB recognizes that its members were not sophisticated enough to understand the complexities of the
Act or of valuation principles, when it came to a donation program. BCCB and its members are
comfortable operating the charity on a day-to-day basis.
BCCB has not, and will not, participate in any other tax shelter program or donation program.

--
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3. Failure to Issue Statements of Remuneration
BCCB regrets the one time only error of not filing the T4A Information return and T4A slip for an
amount paid to a guest speaker in 2011 and 2012. This error only occurred once, with one speaker.
However, this non-compliance is minor in nature and should not give rise to grollilds to revoke the
registered status of the BCCB.

Conclusion
BCCB is asking for a second chance from the CRA, ·

Please see attached letter from
dated June 9, 2016 outlining the good
faith efforts made by BCCB and some additional background information.
BCCB realizes that it made a nwnber of errors, but it is committed to learning from these mistakes. It
issued receipts to 34 individuals over a 3 week period in error. It should not have done so. It is willing
to enter into a compliance agreement, if required.
·

Pluse see a letter of support from the Gateway Community Church congregation dated June 13,
2016 outlining the contributions of BCCB, including in respect of the Fort Mc Murray evacuees.
Please do not let these mistakes dystroy an otherwise solid organization that contributes to the backbone
of a small Alberta town and re 'ed townships.
al questions or comments, please let me know.

- -
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June 15, 2016

To wh.om it may concern at CRA
Subject
We a t .
course-ware end the won

·

Chun:hBo le

were so excited when
t.alked to us about the
adv110tage that this ministry could bring to so IDllIIY, many Melis peopk.

We have known Bethel Coo:unwlity Churcb Boyle over many years an;d, of coi;irse·their cunent minister
for the almost five years he has be<:n in oui: commWliiy.
We have always found Bethel Conununity Church-Boyle and
io be compassionate and
honorable people whose Wisdom has brought help to our people in terms·of natural n~, as well as
spiritual needs. Just to cl¥ify, 1 too am a Christian and we fully support all efforts to bring the Gospel to
oui: people, but like in all cases it is up to individuals to settle on their OYlll religious beliefs.
has told us of CRA's concerns with the Tair Sh.elter.pwccss tlillt brought us the co=~portuiiity, and that you are considering revoking their charitable status.

Might 1 be so bold as to ask if there is not a less harsh remedy if a wrong ·has be.en done?

It is incomprehcllllible to me th<!t
or lkthel CommUI1ity Chun;p Boyle would willfully
break the law. I know the shame that they have gone through over this in thi: community at large.
I believe that to revoke Bethel Cooummity Church Boyle over the.unfortunate.outcome of their
fundraising effons would be to miss the intent of the Church. Again, it is just UOO:asonable to believe
that they did anything wrong intentionally.
·

It is not unreaso1111ble to watcb them in ;u;tion as they minister to the ·needs of;a~ many in our c.urrent
days of a.n WQllomy r1111to1111 lllrnost grinding halt, and the additional workload of Fort McMurray
evacu~.

The loss of Bethel CollUilunity Cburch Boyle would bavi: a very pega!ivi;.Wi,jiact oo our area socially as well as spiritually.
·
I ask outright thatyouno~rcvoke Bethel Cowmunity Church Boyle.
Youn truly,

cc: file

......

~

-~
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June 14, 2016

Boyle AB

S11blecti fetter of referent!! for Bethel Community Chµtcl) B'i>\de.

To whom~ may concern ·at CRA;
· In the year 2012,.Bethel Community Church Boyle spent so"me twenrytnousan·d doUars at our store to
purchase food f o r - · , which has operated In B o y l e - - .
·-remembers this. well- it h not often such generous asslsl~·~ce.occurs in·ou• llttle town. The
pure hoses am;I the peopll! involved were and are a memorable event. -

a(!ended each

purchase of food and wrote a cheque fcom his church (Sethel Community Church Bpyle) to pay for each
purchase in full.
-

, but

nDt only sold this food to Bethel Community tt>urch Boyle .for

I

•nd some of our staff helped deliver the purchasM to
Bethel Communitl{ Church Boyle's efforts, without question helped
knowledge in a small town how

~

lt was common

·was stru1111ilng for supplies·.

Bethel Community Chun:h Boyle has always been see"n as an asset to this community •pi ritually and
practically, and today is still regarded as a vit~f pan of our community, ·'5pedalfy.ln this challenging
economic downturri which has hit our town dramaticly, and with the ad.<titionatefforts to .ssist Fort

--
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June 17, 2018
Bethel Commumty Church Boyle
Boyle, AB TOA OMO

Dear~;

Re: L~nce for Betllel Conununity Church
Boyle by Boyle Seventh·
day Adventist Church (now located at .Ellscott, AB)
This letter is to follow up our conversation on June 13, 2016
regarding your request for a letter of reference for the Bethel
Community Church Boyle b·y the Seventh-day Adventist
(SDA) chu~ch in regards to the Canadian Rcvenu_e A~ency
(CRA) audit for the year 2013 that you an: expene.d
ethel
u 1 C u ch's involvement with
.
was a rninistty of the oy e
c ur
e 1e 90's until November, 2010. In
that year,
formed a community board and left
the oversig t o e
churcb, culminating with the
transfer of their funds to them in November 2010. The only
involvement thal we have !lad with
since then
was to invite and support them in fund raising and collection
of food at the Community Christmas supper. Over the years,
we have also supported them by donating food and·sundry
items and rented our old church building to them since
January, 2014. As I mentioned to you, since we have had no
financial involvement with them since ·201 O. we .are unable
to give a reference 10 CRA on behalf of the Bethel
Community church.
May God keep you and guide you as you go through this
process.

l
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Thursday, June 09, 2016
from: Board of Directors
~thel Community Church Boyle
To;CRA
subject: CRA opinion to revoke Bethel communitv Church !!oyle (~CCBl
Sir/Madam:
In ttle matter of CRA's audit results, please hear our personal response anil plea not to reygke BCCB.
First, we sincere Iv apologl~e for the "failure to l>Sue statements of remuneration in accordance the act".
This was, we believe an oversight for one T4A. as one of the instances In the audit was mistaken for
what was remuneration of the sale of the speaker's merchandise. We at BCCB are frustrated that
Canadian Certified accountants and bookkeepers did not catch this for us. We· have taken measures to
comply in this matter. We will diligently self-educate and update ourselves on all bookkeeping
procedures to comply with CRA rules and procedures: we wish to thank CRA for pointing this matter out
to us. It was never our Intent to not comply with CRA bookkeeping prototols.
We further take responsibility for not verifying that

was a ceniAed charity:

everyone we know in Bovie was under the irnpression that It was a ministry of the Bovie Seventh Day
Adventist Church (SDA) which is a registered charity. The SDA founded
, and It
ran out of the local Boyle SDA church for years until the SDA recently relocated a few miles outside of
Boyle. Then

worked out of two other locations, but has currently returned to the

old SDA building In Bovie. Two SDA members were on the Board o f - at a couple meetings
that I,
attended as well. BCCB apologizes for th.e assurnption that
was a ministry of SDA rather than the good will works of a few SDA folks. It was never our intent to give
monies away outside of CRA protocols.
Second, BCCB regrets that this whole matter has taken the direction that it has. ·sc:CB under no

circumstances whatsoever entered into this fund raising effort with anything less than the most upright
of conscientious Intentions: to suggest otherwise ls to misrepresent the hct .. No restructuring took
place. BCCB simply created a wav to use our facility in times when It was not in use'. making use of
existing space, tables, chairs and Wi-Fi that were all already in place. This was to facilitate a program
(courseware) that would accomplish two things: improve the lot of people's lives (a work of the
Go•pel), and throurh the program build relationships and trust wherein w~ could effectively "be" and
share tf.e Gospel even further into our community and surrounding area (rhis Is strategic to our primary

mission), The necessity of building relationshrps in order to accomplish "a goal" is recognized and
published by the Federal Governrnents of Canada (PC and Liberal ali~e), and leading social
int"rv"ntlonist groups and Universities especially when ff comes ro tndigenovs people who w11re the
domlm1nt "target marker" for this courseware jnterventlon as a means to reach them with !he Gospel.

-- -
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As noted by your audit report on page 4, footnote 3, we at BCCB did see that."WGI" (sic) did not corn ply

with our verbal agreement on a number of matters: the key one being that WGll was to be an Alberta
based charity: we were told its office would be in Calgary AB. This point has m•jor ramifications on GST.
In that WGll was not forthcoming with the correct paperwor~ required by 8CC8, and we belie,ve
required by law. BCCB took the only course of action left her which was to keep all the monies and allow
the courts to direct us. As noted in vour same footnote, this matter is both before a court and has not
yet been resolved by a court. This step alone should indicate tQ the auditors ttJat their "condusion" of
BCCB ''acting as conduit" Is not correq as to the facts.
During the early days of this project, the licences were complete~ functional (meaning the portal was
both operational and operating), so we at BC.CB had no indication whatsoever of "issues'' of any kind
between WGll and "the portal" as your audit report indicates. In fact, SCCS was In telephone contact
with (not voice mall), and made an in-person Un-announced visit t o - and
in
- · a l l without any negative incident, and without any negative input from < > n y - staff or
on their relationship with WGll: indeed, one topic of discussion \Yas the addition of new
courseware focusins on Indigenous people. If indeed there has berm a. contractual failure between WGll
and lnforSource in the Interval between the time of SCCB participatlng,in and u3lng the portal, and the
time of CRA's audit It was not an issue known to BCCB: our licences wQrked.
Third, is the regret that we at BCCB used a CRA approved Tax Shelter In

thdi~t

place.

We fu~her regret that the Tax Shelter ~nown as WGll spun so wildly and unforeseeab/y out of control:
from all reports the direct result of Its promotor becoming irresponsible due to alleged increased and
increasing substance abuse. No amount of "normative" due diligence would have found this out as the
promoter was able to keep thi> side of his life well-hidden at the time.
further is the regret t h a t - ' eminently respected a5 one of the .most k!IOWledgeable people in
Canada for business valuations Is not as well informed as a CRA opinion on valuatlon of the licences in
q uestio nc Our due diligence found to be the
for those studying to become professional business valuators: we thought this, roupled witi'l his
l'IOrk i'listory in the industry of valuations more than adeQuate In accepting the Navisant valuation.
Whal about today a11d tomorrow. BCCB has been, albeit harshly, nonetheless educated bv this CRA
audit. We find ourselves well out of our league in terms of fund-raising et this level, and the intricacy of
CRA regulations on these matters. We promise n!!ver to attempt sych fund raising etlorts ag;ijn. and will
¥ign a compliance or(fer to that affect.
'·

BCCB Is In an area of Alberta that has been ravaged by the economic downturn: we are iodeed in the
heart of "the oll paten" h@re.in Boyle: oil service companies and the Fort McMurr•Y produ~rs are key
employers tor ou< region. Our local lumber mill, another key employer in Boyle has closed due to the
economic downturn. Further, BCC!! Is in the direct path of the mass evacuation of people from Fort

. 2.
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McMurray with reportedly over twenty thousand venicles going by our front door in one 16 hour period
alone, not to mention the thousands of people who stopped for respite, and tile several hundred who
remain here; many of whom are seeking spiritual guidance and prayer support,. as well as assistance for
their natural needs in life. BCCB has an integral and Intentional role in the current reality of this part of
Alberta ("intentional" verses random acts of kindness). We pray that we thoroughly accomplish the task
. ·, ..

of being the love of God, and building relationships wherein we can share tile G11spel with these folk~:
both transient and those who choose to relocate to our region. We are hoping CRA will show mercy on
all tnese people by not revoking BCCB.
The loll on BCCB of CRA's audit is ")(tenslve. Most of the funds meant to gi.ve p~ople botn a hand out
and a leg up (feed people and enable the distribution of the learning licences -both activities with an
end goal of building relationships for the purpose of sharing the Gospel) nave been spent on
accountants and a tax lawyer. I , - ' the volunteer Reverend at Bethel have shouldered the
brunt of the work load of keeping up with CRA requests and communicating "'Ith our tax lawyer, liaise
with accountents. and keeping our Board and membership informed, while malritaining the ever
increasing workload of ministry and weekly sermons and teaching, developing relcitionshlp5 with the
Ministerial of the area, and the list could go on. It appears that

mv kidneys have ta.ken a toll through

this turmoil. While my surgeon and family doctor still do not know what path to take as yet. this
regrettable matter has taken a 5evere toll on my health.· 11 is worth noting that I am a volunteer: not a
paid Minister. I put in a full workload of some 60 plus hours every week. I did NO:T benefit from one
peony through all of this, but it took a lot from me: yet, I arn st!ll willing to reach out to the evacuee> and
unemployed, a< w~ll as work with "01,1r flock".
BCCS respectfully asks CRA not to revoke us. As stated earlier, we had no intent whatsoever to break
any laws, and we wlli sign a compliance order stating that we will under no circumstances In the future
undertake any fund raising activities with any tax shelter.

On behalf of the Boord of Directors
Bethel Community church Boyle
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From the desk of Pastor Ian
Gateway Community Church of Soyle.
Monday June 13, 2016
To whom it may concern:
Re and Bethel Gommunity Church, Boyle: potential
revocation of Charitable status.
In respect to the above mentioned purpose, we wotild like to submit to you a
letter of reference, asking for your consideration.
Gateway Cornrmmity Church congregation and leadership have known
for the past five years he has resided - - We
have fow1d him to be a very honest and straightforward individual, with high
moral principles.
We are also vr;ry familiar with the leadership in the church, and have had a
much longer relationship with. them and most of the congrcigation. We
believe them all to be solid upright citizens in our community.
I, the undersigned have known
for the past 16 months, and
have found the testimony of those who have known him lon.ger, to be very

true.
It is on this basis that we are appealing to you to review any decision to
revoke the Charitable Status of their congregation.

While we do recognize that you, and you alone are aware of.all the issues
concerning tl;iis s.ituation, we feel obligated to ask for you·. to consider any
alternative action that may be appropriate.
We ask this on the basis of our knowledge ofthe church and Pastor,
believing that any deviation or failure to obey the prescribed regulations of
the CRA would not have been intentional. We find that lo be completely out
of their character.
We believe therefore a decision to revoke their Charitable status, may not be
in keeping with the intent and purpose of the rules and regulations
concerning c;'haritable Organizations. As in most matters oflaw, "Intent"
plays a major role in examination of those who have broken it.
1.
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We at Gateway find it incomprehensible, that th.;:re would .be deliberate
iiitent, on the part of the Pastor, leadership and congrega:tion, to contravene
CRA regulations.

'

'.

.

Please give every possible consideration to an alternate correction to this
situation.
The revocatjon of their registration would, in our opinion, .be extremely
detrimental to the community of Boyle, in the aspects ofit's spiritual, social
and economical well being.
The Pastor, and Bethel church in general, have had a very strong ministry to
the hurting people of Fort Mcmurray, providing for both the counseling and
natural needs of many of it's displaced residents. But this is just an example
of what they have been doing over the years for the conununity of Boyle. To
shut them down, would not only hurt then;i, but would hurt this community,
which is in a depressed state since the closure of the MilJ earlier this year.
This was the major job provider in our community, and the ministry of
Bethel church has contributed gi:eatly to maintaining a strong healthy
environment in which we can move forward.
Please accept this letter in the spirit in which it is sent, as we do recognize
that you often have to make difficult choices. May we be bold enough to
suggest that some fonn of compliance be a positive alternative to revocation.
Thank you for giving this letter serious consideration.

Yours for a better Canada;

Rev: Ian Oliver
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Appendix "A" Comments on Representations of June 18, 2016
We have reviewed the representations from the Bethel Community Church Boyle·
(the Organization) regarding the non-compliance issues identified in the
January 18, 2016, letter (copy attached) from the Canada Revenue Agency (CRA).
The representations have not alleviated our concerns and it remains our position that the
non-compliance issues identified during the CRA audit and explained in our letter
represent a serious breach of the requirements of the Income Tax Act (the Act). As a
result, the Organization's registration should be revoked. The areas of non-compliance
are:
1. Failure to devote all resources to charitable activities
2. Failure to issue receipts in accordance with the Act
3. Failure to issue statements of remuneration in accordance with the Act
The reasons for our position are described below, including our responses to
the Organization's representations.
1. Failure to devote all resources to charitable activities
As explained in our previous letter it is our position that the Organization devoted its
·efforts and resources to participating in the World Gifting Initiative (WGI) tax shelter
gifting arrangement (the Donation Program). We also expressed concern because the
Organization gave resources to a non-qualified donee and undertook activities beyond its
stated charitable purposes.
The Organization's representations of June 18, 2016, began with a request that we not
revoke the Organization's registration as a charity and consider other compliance
measures to address the areas of non-compliance. The representations explained that
the Organization's participation in the tax shelter program was for a three week period,
involved only 34 individuals, and that the Organization now regrets this short association.
The representation stated, "[t]he Board of Directors of [the Organization] and its patrons
are not very sophisticated individuals. They believed that participating in the 2012
WGI Donation Program was legitimate and that it would enable the church to raise much
needed funds."
In response to our concerns about gifting to a non-qualified donee, the representation
explained that the Organization "was not aware that this local food bank was not a
qualified donee or that it could only provide gifts to non-qualified donees under certain
circumstances. However, [the Organization] did have full control of the funds at all times
since it went to purchase the food directly and then transferred the food to the local food
bank" and the Organization, "learned from this experience and will ensure that it strictly
complies with the Act."

1

As to engaging in activities beyond those allowed by its charitable purposes, the
representations stated that, "While [the Organization] did use new tools (i.e. distributing
courseware to try to get to new members of the community), it did not come at the
expense of failing to fulling [sic] its charitable objects. The donation program was simply
a new tool to further an old activity of sharing and spreading the gospel."
The representations also included letters of reference from local organizations and a
"personal response and plea not to revoke [the Organization]" from . The letter from
apologizes for the mistakes, expresses
regret for involvement in the tax shelter program, and makes a "promise never to attempt
such fundraising efforts again."
The representations acknowledge that the Organization failed to devote all of its
resources to charitable activities, as described in our letter of January 18, 2016:
1) The Organization participated in the tax shelter program.
2) The Organization did provide resources to
, which was not a
qualified donee.
3) The Organization expanded its activities beyond those of its charitable purposes,
by distributing on-line courses, an activity that does not promote religion, but was
part of its participation in the Donation Program.
We note that there is no reference in the representations to the dollar amounts of the
receipts issued by the Organization during its involvement with the tax shelter.
If the Organization had limited itself to funding a non-qualified donee that was and only strayed beyond its objects by participating in a program that might
possibly advance education, we might have considered a compliance measure rather
than revocation.
However, despite our readily available warnings to charities about participation in tax
shelter programs1 , the Organization's directors, those responsible for all aspects of the
Organization's operations (including ensuring that that it abides by its conditions for
registration as a charity), chose to participate in one. As directors of the Organization,
they were willing to issue total tax receipts of $3,310,488.43 in a three week period to 34
participants. The proposal to revoke the Organization's registration is appropriate given
this serious and substantial act of non-compliance with the Act.

1

These include Registered Charities Newsletter articles in the Winter of 2008 and the Fall of 2009; advice on
Non-compliance issues at http://www.cra-arc.gc.ca/chrts-gvng/chrts/dtng/nn_cmplnc-eng.html#H5; advice on Donation
tax shelter schemes at http://www.cra-arc.gc.ca/chrts-gvngldnrs/rcpts/dntn6-eng.html; and a webinar on
Non-compliance issues and how to avoid them at http://www.cra-arc.gc.ca/vdgllry/chrts-gvng/nncmplnc-eng.html.
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2. Failure to Issue Receipts in Accordance with the Act
As we explained, in 2012, the Organization issued tax receipts exceeding $3.3 million in
cash and courseware received as per its participation in the Donation Program. We have
determined that the properties for which the tax receipts were issued were not gifts at
law, likely did not exist, and, if the property existed, the receipted values were grossly
inflated.
In its representations the Organization stated:
•
•
•
•
•

•

The Organization "issued receipts to 34 people for gifts made by these individuals
to [the Organization]."
References in our letter of January 18, 2016, to the Mariano decision and the
Global Learning Group Inc. (GLGI) program, "are arguably not relevant."
The Organization "verified that the educational courseware subscriptions worked
and believed that they were properly valued by an arm's length third party."
The Organization "believed that the 34 individuals, by way of their cash and
non-cash gifts, wanted to make a charitable gift."
The Organization's "members were not sophisticated enough to understand the
complexities of the Act or of valuation principles, when it came to a donation
program" but "are comfortable operating the charity on a day-to-day basis."
The Organization "has not, and will not, participate in any other tax shelter
program or donation program."

The Organization's representations have not altered our position.
What the Organization continues to describe as "gifts", lack the donative intent to be
identified as such. It is our opinion that the transactions were not an opportunity for the
participants to give of themselves to enrich a charity. They were, through a series of
transactions and a minimal monetary investment, an opportunity for the participants to
enrich themselves with comparatively insignificant amounts actually being devoted to
charity.
We remain of the opinion that the cash contributions received by the Organization were
also not gifts. The cash contributions represent a charge levied by the tax shelter's
promoter to participants for participating in the tax shelter. Although the cash
contributions were represented as being "gifted" to the Organization, the Organization
was contractually obligated to transfer a majority of the cash to the tax shelter promoter.
Also, while the Mariano decision was rendered three years after the Organization's
involvement with WGI, given that the promoter is the same, the structure of the
transactions are the same, the promoter's prepared documents for applying to participate
are almost identical, and both involve the distribution of courseware, it is our opinion that
the WGI program duplicated the GLGI program (as described in the decision). Therefore
our comments about the Mariano decision are relevant.

3

We do not accept that a "lack of sophistication" is an acceptable reason to evade the
responsibility of the Organization's directors to follow the law. Our position is that,
because of its participation in the tax shelter program, the Organization issued receipts
for tax purposes contrary to the Act. For this reason its registration as a charity shou Id be
revoked.
3. Failure to Issue Statements of Remuneration

As explained in our previous letter, we found that the Organization paid amounts to
various guest speakers in 2011 and 2012 and T4A and Statement of Remuneration
forms should have been issued to each person paid to speak. Additionally, the
Organization provided exclusive use of a residential trailer for its pastor and paid for all of
its (i.e., the residential trailer) daily operating costs. This amount should have been
reported on a T4A as a benefit provided to the pastor.
The Organization's submission agreed that it failed to file T4A Information returns, but
that its registration should not be revoked as it was a one-time occurrence. It remains our
position that the Organization failed to comply with the Act by failing to report these
amounts.
For this reason, and the reasons identified above, it is our position that the Organization's
registration as a charity should be revoked under paragraph 168(1 )(b) of the Act.

4

Appendix "B" Relevant Provisions of the Act

Section 149.1: [Charities]
149.1 (2) Revocation of registration of charitable organization
The Minister may, in the manner described in section 168, revoke the registration of a
charitable organization for any reason described in subsection 168(1) or where the
organization
(a) carries on a business that is not a related business of that charity; or
(b) fails to expend in any taxation year, on charitable activities carried on by it and by
way of gifts made by it to qualified donees, amounts the total of which is at least
equal to the organization's disbursement quota for that year.

149.1(3) Revocation of registration of public foundation
The Minister may, in the manner described in section 168, revoke the registration of a
public foundation for any reason described in subsection 168(1) or where the foundation
(a) carries on a business that is not a related business of that charity;
(b) fails to expend in any taxation year, on charitable activities carried on by it and by
way of gifts made by it to qualified donees, amounts the total of which is at least
equal to the foundation's disbursement quota for that year;
(c) since June 1, 1950, acquired control of any corporation;
(d) since June 1, 1950, incurred debts, other than debts for current operating expenses,
debts incurred in connection with the purchase and sale of investments and debts
incurred in the course of administering charitable activities; or
(e) at any time within the 24 month period preceding the day on which notice is given to
the foundation by the minister pursuant to subsection 168(1) and at a time when the
foundation was a private foundation, took any action or failed to expend amounts
such that the Minister was entitled, pursuant to subsection (4), to revoke its
registration as a private foundation.

149.1(4) Revocation of registration of private foundation
The Minister may, in the manner described in section 168, revoke the registration of a
private foundation for any reason described in subsection 168(1) or where the
foundation
(a) carries on any business;
(b) fails to expend in any taxation year, on charitable activities carried on by it and by
way of gifts made by it to qualified donees, amounts the total of which is at least
equal to the foundation's disbursement quota for that year;
(c) since June 1, 1950, acquired control of any corporation; or
(d) since June 1, 1950, incurred debts, other than debts for current operating
expenses, debts incurred in connection with the purchase and sale of investments
and debts incurred in the course of administering charitable activities.

-2149.1(4.1) Revocation of registration of registered charity
The Minister may, in the manner described in section 168, revoke the registration
(a) of a registered charity, if the registered charity has made a gift to another registered ·
charity and it can reasonably be considered that one of the main purposes of making
the gift was to unduly delay the expenditure of amounts on charitable activities;
(b) of the other charity referred to in paragraph (a), if it can reasonably be considered
that, by accepting the gift, it acted in concert with the registered charity to which
paragraph (a) applies; and
(c) of a registered charity, if a false statement, within the meaning assigned by
subsection 163.2(1), was made in circumstances amounting to culpable conduct,
within the meaning assigned by that subsection, in the furnishing of information for
the purpose of obtaining registration of the charity.

Section 168: Notice of intention to revoke registration
168(1) Where a registered charity or a registered Canadian amateur athletic association
(a) applies to the Minister in writing for revocation of its registration,
(b) ceases to comply with the requirements of this Act for its registration as such,
(c) fails to file an information return as and when required under this Act or a regulation,
(d) issues a receipt for a gift or donation otherwise than in accordance with this Act and
the regulations or that contains false information,
(e) fails to comply with or contravenes any of sections 230 to 231.5, or
(f) in the case of a registered Canadian amateur athletic association, accepts a gift or
donation the granting of which was expressly or impliedly conditional on the
association making a gift or donation to another person, club, society or association,
the Minister may, by registered mail, give notice to the registered charity or registered
Canadian amateur athletic association that the Minister proposes to revoke its
registration.

168(2) Revocation of Registration
Where the Minister gives notice under subsection (1) to a registered charity or to a
registered Canadian amateur athletic association,
(a) if the charity or association has applied to the Minister in writing for the revocation of
its registration, the Minister shall, forthwith after the mailing of the notice, publish a
copy of the notice in the Canada Gazette, and
(b) in any other case, the Minister may, after the expiration of 30 days from the day of
mailing of the notice, or after the expiration of such extended period from the day of
mailing of the notice as the Federal Court of Appeal or a judge of that Court, on
application made at any time before the determination of any appeal pursuant to
subsection 172(3) from the giving of the notice, may fix or allow, publish a copy of
the notice in the Canada Gazette,
and on that publication of a copy of the notice, the registration of the charity or
association is revoked.

-3168(4) Objection to proposal or designation
A person that is or was registered as a registered charity or is an applicant for
registration as a registered charity that objects to a notice under subsection (1) or any of
subsections 149.1 (2) to (4.1 ), (6.3), (22) and (23) may, on or before the day that is 90
days after the day on which the notice was mailed, serve on the Minister a written notice
of objection in the manner authorized by the Minister, setting out the reasons for the
objection and all the relevant facts, and the provisions of subsections 165(1 ), (1.1) and
(3) to (7) and sections 166, 166.1 and 166.2 apply, with any modifications that the
circumstances require, as if the notice were a notice of assessment made under section
152.

Section 172: Appeal from refusal to register, revocation of registration, etc.
172(3) Appeal from refusal to register, revocation of registration, etc.
Where the Minister
(a) refuses to register an applicant for registration as a Canadian amateur athletic
association,
(a.1) confirms a proposal, decision or designation in respect of which a notice was
issued by the Minister to a person that is or was registered as a registered charity, or
is an applicant for registration as a registered charity, under any of subsections
149.1 (2) to (4.1 ), (6.3), (22) and (23) and 168(1 ), or does not confirm or vacate that
proposal, decision or designation within 90 days after service of a notice of objection
by the person under subsection 168(4) in respect of that proposal, decision or
designation,
(b) refuses to accept for registration for the purposes of this Act any retirement savings
plan,
(c) refuses to accept for registration for the purposes of this Act any profit sharing plan
or revokes the registration of such a plan,
(d) refuses to issue a certificate of exemption under subsection 212(14),
(e) refuses to accept for registration for the purposes of this Act an education savings
plan,
(e.1) sends notice under subsection 146.1 (12.1) to a promoter that the Minister
proposes to revoke the registration of an education savings plan,
(f) refuses to register for the purposes of this Act any pension plan or gives notice
under subsection 14 7.1 (11) to the administrator of a registered pension plan that the
Minister proposes to revoke its registration,
(f.1) refuses to accept an amendment to a registered pension plan, or
(g) refuses to accept for registration for the purposes of this Act any retirement income
fund, the applicant or the organization, foundation, association or registered charity,
as the case may be, in a case described in paragraph (a) or (a.1 ), the applicant in a
case described in paragraph (b), (d), (e) or (g), a trustee under the plan or an
employer of employees who are beneficiaries under the plan, in a case described in
paragraph (c), the promoter in a case described in paragraph (e.1), or the
administrator of the plan or an employer who participates in the plan, in a case
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described in paragraph (f) or (f.1 ), may appeal from the Minister's decision, or from
the giving of the notice by the Minister, to the Federal Court of Appeal.

Section 180: Appeals to Federal Court of Appeal
180(1) Appeals to Federal Court of Appeal
An appeal to the Federal Court of Appeal pursuant to subsection 172(3) may be
instituted by filing a notice of appeal in the Court within 30 days from
(a) the day on which the Minister notifies a person under subsection 165(3) of the
Minister's action in respect of a notice of objection filed under subsection 168(4),
(b) the mailing of notice to a registered Canadian amateur athletic association under
subsection 168( 1),
(c) the mailing of notice to the administrator of the registered pension plan under
subsection 147.1(11),
( c.1) the sending of a notice to a promoter of a registered education savings plan under
subsection 146.1(12.1), or
(c) the time the decision of the Minister to refuse the application for acceptance of the
amendment to the registered pension plan was mailed, or otherwise communicated
in writing, by the Minister to any person,
as the case may be, or within such further time as the Court of Appeal or a judge
thereof may, either before or after the expiration of those 30 days, fix or allow.

Section 188: Revocation tax
188(1) Deemed year-end on notice of revocation
If on a particular day the Minister issues a notice of intention to revoke the registration of
a taxpayer as a registered charity under any of subsections 149.1 (2) to (4.1) and 168(1)
or it is determined, under subsection 7(1) of the Charities Registration (Security
Information) Act, that a certificate served in respect of the charity under subsection 5(1)
of that Act is reasonable on the basis of information and evidence available,
(a) the taxation year of the charity that would otherwise have included that day is
deemed to end at the end of that day;
(b) a new taxation year of the charity is deemed to begin immediately after that day; and
(c) for the purpose of determining the charity's fiscal period after that day, the charity is
deemed not to have established a fiscal period before that day.

188(1.1) Revocation tax
A charity referred to in subsection (1) is liable to a tax, for its taxation year that is
deemed to have ended, equal to the amount determined by the formula

A-B
where
A is the total of all amounts, each of which is

-5(a) the fair market value of a property of the charity at the end of that taxation year,
(b) the amount of an appropriation (within the meaning assigned by subsection (2) in
respect of a property transferred to another person in the 120-day period that ended
at the end of that taxation year, or
(d) the income of the charity for its winding-up period, including gifts received by the
charity in that period from any source and any income that would be computed
under section 3 as if that period were a taxation year; and

B is the total of all amounts (other than the amount of an expenditure in respect of which
a deduction has been made in computing income for the winding-up period under
paragraph (c) of the description of A, each of which is
(a) a debt of the charity that is outstanding at the end of that taxation year,
(b) an expenditure made by the charity during the winding-up period on charitable
activities carried on by it, or
(c) an amount in respect of a property transferred by the charity during the winding-up
period and not later than the latter of one year from the end of the taxation year and
the day, if any, referred to in paragraph (1.2)(c) to a person that was at the time of
the transfer an eligible do nee in respect of the charity, equal to the amount, if any, by
which the fair market value of the property, when transferred, exceeds the
consideration given by the person for the transfer.
188(1.2) Winding-up period
In this Part, the winding-up period of a charity is the period, that begins immediately
after the day on which the Minister issues a notice of intention to revoke the registration
of a taxpayer as a registered charity under any of subsections 149.1 (2) to (4.1) and
168(1) (or, if earlier, immediately after the day on which it is determined, under
subsection 7(1) of the Charities Registration (Security Information) Act, that a certificate
served in respect of the charity under subsection 5(1) of that Act is reasonable on the
basis of information and evidence available), and that ends on the day that is the latest
of
(a) the day, if any, on which the charity files a return under subsection 189(6.1) for the
taxation year deemed by subsection (1) to have ended, but not later than the day on
which the charity is required to file that return,
(b) the day on which the Minister last issues a notice of assessment of tax payable under
subsection ( 1.1) for that taxation year by the charity, and
(c) if the charity has filed a notice of objection or appeal in respect of that assessment,
the day on which the Minister may take a collection action under section 225.1 in
respect of that tax payable.

-6188(1.3) Eligible donee
In this Part, an eligible donee in respect of a particular charity is a registered charity
(a) of which more than 50% of the members of the board of directors or trustees of the
registered charity deal at arm's length with each member of the board of directors or
trustees of the particular charity;
(b) that is not the subject of a suspension under subsection 188.2(1);
(c) that has no unpaid liabilities under this Act or under the Excise Tax Act;
(d) that has filed all information returns required by subsection 149.1(14); and
(e) that is not the subject of a certificate under subsection 5(1) of the Charities
Registration (Security Information) Act or, if it is the subject of such a certificate, the
certificate has been determined under subsection 7(1) of that Act not to be
reasonable.

188(2) Shared liability - revocation tax
A person who, after the time that is 120 days before the end of the taxation year of a
charity that is deemed by subsection (1) to have ended, receives property from the
charity, is jointly and severally, or solidarily, liable with the charity for the tax payable
under subsection ( 1.1) by the charity for that taxation year for an amount not exceeding
the total of all appropriations, each of which is the amount by which the fair market
value of such a property at the time it was so received by the person exceeds the
consideration given by the person in respect of the property.

188(2.1) Non-application of revocation tax
Subsections (1) and (1.1) do not apply to a charity in respect of a notice of intention to
revoke given under any of subsections 149.1(2) to (4.1) and 168(1) if the Minister
abandons the intention and so notifies the charity or if
(a) within the one-year period that begins immediately after the taxation year of the
charity otherwise deemed by subsection ( 1) to have ended, the Minister has
registered the charity as a charitable organization, private foundation or public
foundation; and
(b) the charity has, before the time that the Minister has so registered the charity,
(i) paid all amounts, each of which is an amount for which the charity is liable under this
Act (other than subsection (1.1 )) or the Excise Tax Act in respect of taxes, penalties
and interest, and
(ii) filed all information returns required by or under this Act to be filed on or before that
time.

188(3) Transfer of property tax
Where, as a result of a transaction or series of transactions, property owned by a
registered charity that is a charitable foundation and having a net value greater than
50% of the net asset amount of the charitable foundation immediately before the
transaction or series of transactions, as the case may be, is transferred before the end
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of a taxation year, directly or indirectly, to one or more charitable organizations and it
may reasonably be considered that the main purpose of the transfer is to effect a
reduction in the disbursement quota of the foundation, the foundation shall pay a tax
under this Part for the year equal to the amount by which 25% of the net value of that
property determined as of the day of its transfer exceeds the total of all amounts each of
which is its tax payable under this subsection for a preceding taxation year in respect of
the transaction or series of transactions.

188(3.1) Non-application of subsection (3)
Subsection (3) does not apply to a transfer that is a gift to which subsection 188.1 (11)
applies.

188(4) Idem
Where property has been transferred to a charitable organization in circumstances
described in subsection (3) and it may reasonably be considered that the organization
acted in concert with a charitable foundation for the purpose of reducing the
disbursement quota of the foundation, the organization is jointly and severally liable with
the foundation for the tax imposed on the foundation by that subsection in an amount
not exceeding the net value of the property.

188(5) Definitions
In this section,
"net asset amount"
"net asset amount" of a charitable foundation at any time means the amount determined
by the formula
A-B
where
A is the fair market value at that time of all the property owned by the foundation at that
time, and
B is the total of all amounts each of which is the amount of a debt owing by or any other
obligation of the foundation at that time;
"net value"
"net value" of property owned by a charitable foundation, as of the day of its transfer,
means the amount determined by the formula

A-B
where

-8A is the fair market value of the property on that day, and
B is the amount of any consideration given to the foundation for the transfer.

Section 189
189(6) Taxpayer to file return and pay tax
Every taxpayer who is liable to pay tax under this Part (except a charity that is liable to
pay tax under section 188(1)) for a taxation year shall, on or before the day on or before
which the taxpayer is, or would be if tax were payable by the taxpayer under Part I for
the year, required to file a return of income or an information return under Part I for the
year,
(a) file with the Minister a return for the year in prescribed form and containing
prescribed information, without notice or demand therefor;
(b) estimate in the return the amount of tax payable by the taxpayer under this Part for
the year; and
(c) pay to the Receiver General the amount of tax payable by the taxpayer under this
Part for the year.

189(6.1) Revoked charity to file returns
Every taxpayer who is liable to pay tax under subsection 188(1.1) for a taxation year
shall, on or before the day that is one year from the end of the taxation year, and
without notice or demand,
(a) file with the Minister
(i) a return for the taxation year, in prescribed form and containing prescribed
information, and
(ii) both an information return and a public information return for the taxation year,
each in the form prescribed for the purpose of subsection 149.1 (14); and
(b) estimate in the return referred to in subparagraph (a)(i) the amount of tax payable by
the taxpayer under subsection 188(1.1) for the taxation year; and
(c) pay to the Receiver General the amount of tax payable by the taxpayer under
subsection 188(1.1 ). forthe taxation year.

189 (6.2) Reduction of revocation tax liability
If the Minister has, during the one-year period beginning immediately after the end of a
taxation year of a person, assessed the person in respect of the person's liability for tax
under subsection 188(1.1) for that taxation year, has not after that period reassessed
the tax liability of the person, and that liability exceeds $1,000, that liability is, at any
particular time, reduced by the total of
(a) the amount, if any, by which
(i) the total of all amounts, each of which is an expenditure made by the charity, on
charitable activities carried on by it, before the particular time and during the period
(referred to in this subsection as the "post-assessment period") that begins
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immediately after a notice of the latest such assessment was mailed and ends at
the end of the one-year period
exceeds
(ii) the income of the charity for the post-assessment period, including gifts received
by the charity in that period from any source and any income that would be
computed under section 3 if that period were a taxation year, and '
(b) all amounts, each of which is an amount, in respect of a property transferred by the
charity before the particular time and during the post-assessment period to a person
that was at the time of the transfer an eligible donee in respect of the charity, equal to
the amount, if any, by which the fair market value of the property, when transferred,
exceeds the consideration given by the person for the transfer.

189(6.3) Reduction of liability for penalties
If the Minister has assessed a registered charity in respect of the charity's liability for
penalties under section 188.1 for a taxation year, and that liability exceeds $1,000, that
liability is, at any particular time, reduced by the total of all amounts, each of which is an
amount, in respect of a property transferred by the charity after the day on which the
Minister first assessed that liability and before the particular time to a person that was at
the time of the transfer an eligible donee in respect of the charity, equal to the amount, if
any, by which the fair market value of the property, when transferred, exceeds the total
of
(a) the consideration given by the person for the transfer, and
(b) the part of the amount in respect of the transfer that has resulted in a reduction of an
amount otherwise payable under subsection 188(1.1 ).

189 (7) Minister may assess
Without limiting the authority of the Minister to revoke the registration of a registered
charity, the Minister may also at any time assess a taxpayer in respect of any amount
that a taxpayer is liable to pay under this Part.

